A Better Solution for
Construction Site Washout.
Outpak Concrete Washout® unit is designed to be a portable solution for harmful industrial concrete sediment, paint, dry wall mud, stucco
and mortar. With Outpak Concrete Washouts your job site will be organized, eco-friendly and BMP compliant to avoid costly fines. They
are designed for a simple and quick set-up in minutes and can remain for the duration of the project. Outpak Concrete Washout is
compatible for both mixer, pump trucks and wheel barrows. Dispose of after evaporation and job completion.

Corrugate Washout
Outpak Corrugate Washout is a Universal,
“portable” washout. Good for mixer truck and
wheel barrow washout containment. Dispose of
after job completion.

Easy Setup
Easy Setup

PVC Washout
PVC Washouts are designed for larger volume of
containment for pump trucks and mixer trucks.
The high UV resistance of the PVC Washout
allows for longer job life and higher tolerance to
weather conditions.

AVOID COSTLY EPA FINES

SAVE TIME & MONEY

The maximum fine levied by the Environmental Protection Agency per the Federal
Clean Water Act, is $11,000.00 PER DAY,
PER PROJECT. A large national retailer
recently paid $7 million in fines. Don’t be
the government’s next victim. Prepare for
enforcement within the city or county you
are working in. Purchase Outpak Washout
products and begin cost-effective construction site washout today.

There is no faster or cost-effective way to
manage construction site washout.

LIMIT YOUR ONSITE LIABILITY

DO THE RIGHT THING!

Some construction companies are
resorting to “kiddy” pools for their concrete
washout needs. Imagine the legal
problems you could face if a child
ever found his or her way into a pool with a
water pH balance equal to Liquid Drano.
Can you say, “lawsuit?”

The president and founder is a veteran of
the concrete construction business, and
he’s a native Idahoan. That means he
appreciates what Mother Nature has
provided. He values being a good steward
of the land, by providing affordable and
efficient eco-friendly development.

Outpak Washouts are:
Easy to store
Easy to deploy
Easy to dispose

New All-Weather Washout

Pump Truck Washout
Outpak’s largest 6’x6’ corrugate washout is
specifically designed to accommodate pump
trucks. It has a greater capacity (1.33 cu. yds.)
and a slightly lower rim to easily fit under the trap
door and elbow.

Outpak All-Weather Washout holds up to 1.3 cubic yards
of concrete and waste water. Available in 2 sizes

Outpak All-Weather Washout can be used for concrete
as well as paint, drywall, mud, and stucco.

Other Outpak Products

Outpak Spill Kits

The Outpak Spill Kit is a universal spill kit good
for hydrolic oil, fuel and radiator spills. It is
compact and conveniently stores behind or
under the seat of your truck.

Contents of 5 gallon kit

Contents of 25 gallon kit

5 and 25 gallon kits

Outpak Slurry Solution
Outpak Slurry Solution is specifically designed
to help you save time, money and labor at your
job site.
Our innovative product makes your slurry waste
cleanup easy and efficient. Just solidify the
slurry waste and throw it away in any standard
waste container. The material becomes EPA
compliantand landfill ready.

Outpak Plan Bag
The Outpak plan bag protects blueprints from
the elements. They are made from a durable
20oz PVC to guarantee a long life of the
product. The bag has sleeves for no. 4 rebar to
keep them flat in windy conditions. They also
have tabs to hang from a wall.

Outpak Plan Bag

Plans slide into protected
pocket

Plans are completely
protected

We have been in the concrete construction business since 1981 specializing in foundation and flatwork. In 2008 local inspection
agencies began enforcement of the Federal Clean Water Act resulting in the implementation of Best Management Practices
(BMP’s) for erosion control and sediment containment. The most significant change was the requirement of an onsite washout
prior to footing inspection.
Many contractors and job sites began building lined pits or above ground straw bale containment. This obviously took time,
money and focus away from the actual construction work. After analyzing other washout solutions, we saw the need for a
universal washout that was easy to procure, store and deploy. One that also would be able to accommodate mixer trucks, pump
trucks, wheelbarrows and other equipment.
So at Outpak, Inc., we created Outpak® Washout Systems to offer a wide variety of concrete washout and other spill
containment solutions. Over time contractors saw the ease and convenience of Outpak Washouts and began using them for
other construction materials including paint, stucco, drywall mud and mortar. Outpak Washout – A Better Solution for
Construction Site Washout.
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